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Preface 

Impartation 2014 is a call in-Chambers by the Spirit of the Lord.  In light of 

Impartation 2012, which I felt would be an annual consecration, I asked several times 

of the Spirit, “When?”, “Is it time yet?” and even felt guilty that I hadn’t experienced 

a repeat of i2012.  The Spirit ushered me into this second 3-day fast and 

consecration away from my family and all other influence, spoke and showed me 

mighty things.     

He called me iN-Chambers at His discretion and direction.   

I exhort you to receive the manifestation.  

The prophet which prophesieth of peace, when the word of the prophet shall come to pass, then shall the 
prophet be known, that the LORD hath truly sent him. (Jeremiah 28:9) 

Note 

This time was quite personal between the Father and I.  Only partial revelation was 

allowed in the form of Word Inspirations, Directives and Revelations. A herculean 

attempt was made to capture times throughout study and manifestation, as directed 

by the Holy Spirit.  Most but not all writings are sequential.   This text is presented 

with limited edits, only for clarity’s sake only.   

 

Disclaimer 

NOTE:  All prophetic utterances/inspirations should be received by prayer and proof-texting by the Word of God.  The 
words contained therein are not guaranteed by surety, but by prayer, faith and the sovereign Hand of God.  Pastor 
Keith L. Moore and Impact Christian Church- A Kingdom Agenda Fellowship, Inc., accept no liability for the content of 
this document, or for the consequences of any actions taken on the basis of the information or inspirations provided.  
Recipients are hereby notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of 
this information is strictly prohibited.  
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
 
 

These are the PEACE-TALKS….. 

 

You were called iN-Chambers to reassure you of purpose and 

position. (So as to watch what you say of the Vision, Season, Self 

and Others). Whereas of last encounter was a mighty rushing Wind, 

a calmness abides in this second encounter. TRUST ME and REST, 

believing Me for every direction, every promise and every provision. 

This is Saboath (Lord of Hosts)! This Is Jireh (Lord our Provider)! I 

planned, purposed and will provide for it; the vision. Only speak as I 

speak and see the manifestation.  Season of Rest!  SWEETNESS! 

SWEATLESS VICTORY!  Guard your lips as I guide your heart. 

Listen to the whisper. Follow closely for MANY are on your heels. 

Watch your WORDS and WALK.  CAREFULLY EXECUTE ALL I 

SAY, CAREFULLY. (care of love and kindness not fear). 
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WOW TRANSCRIPT 
 
 

August 15th Worship withOut Walls 

TEXT: John 14:25-27 

These things have I spoken unto you, being yet present with you. But the Comforter, 

which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in my name, he shall teach you all 
things, and bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said unto 
you. Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you: not as the world giveth, give I 

unto you. Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid.  

 

TRANSCRIP  
(Edited) 

 

I want to announce that I’ve been iN-Chambers with God. That does 

not make me exceptional but it is a time of fasting, prayer and 

consecration that gives God time to speak.  

These were the #PeaceTalks.  We have been in a series on 

Understanding your Spiritual Gifts, moving in ministry and second 

series on Maturing in Your Gifting.  We have been sharing, 

encouraging, and exhorting each of us to find our gift and discover 

what God has put in your spirit.  We have been encouraging you to 

mature in those gifts.  iN-Chambers God took me and challenged 

me on maturity as your leader. Understand that a leader cannot take 

anyone to a place that they have not been.  That’s why He says that 

“if a man desire the office of a bishop he must not be a novice.”   We 

must grow;  top down and bottom up.  We all must grow.  

In my time with God, He really challenged me and gave me the 

scripture reference (see above).  We have been teaching in the 

Sunday morning worship services about this concept of peace.  
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We’ve really, as the church and spiritual leaders, in my experience, 

mastered peace being whole and complete, lacking nothing, the 

Shaloam of peace.  But this peace we have been discussing in the 

pulpit ministry is Eirene. It means we have tranquility, peace 

between individual, peace between God and man, a harmony, on 

one accord.  So it’s not necessarily always about the supply of our 

lives, being whole and complete and lacking nothing (Shaloam) as it 

additionally the state that we live in.  We taught a few months ago in 

the GraceXchange series that my status is my temporary while my 

state in my permanence.  My status is how I feel in each moment, 

but my state is what I have attained in Christ so that even if I don’t 

feel like it every day, I am. So that even if I don’t feel right each day, 

I am the righteousness of God, through Christ Jesus. We cannot 

allow our feelings to govern our position in Christ; but vice versa.  So 

when we consider state vs. status, this Eirene, we have Peace with 

God because He has sat us in right standing with Him through Jesus 

Christ.  We also have to maintain this peace with Him.  So in this 

#PeaceTalks God was challenging me by working on two things in 

my life; trouble and fear.   Let me encourage you that, as you begin 

to advance and use your gift and to execute ministry, as you use the 

Anointing that He has put on your life, as you activate in the things 

of God, as you move in the expectation that He is going to use you, 

there are two things He wants to deal with in your life. He said, the 

Word said, He wants to deal with the trouble and the fear of your life. 

Let’s understand that when we walk in Eirene, it is working directly in 

opposition to trouble and fear in your spirit. Understand that He 

gives this peace to us through the gift of Holy Spirit (Paraclete), the 

Comforter will come along side you as a Helper.  We’ve taught you 

that every gift, assignment, Anointing, all comes from God. In 

reaching or exercising the gift we need the Helper, the Anointing, the 
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power of God; we need Christos, the Christ to rise up in and on us to 

help us, do through us, what God wants us to do. We should not 

function in a gift without Anointing.  If we function is a gift without 

Anointing there will be no yoke destroying, burden lifting power.   It 

will not affect the lives of people. So in this season, God has given 

us the Comforter, the Holy Spirit.  Holy Spirit is not just for you 

salvation; He is for your activation.  He is not given just to get you to 

heaven; He is to make you useful in the earth. So understand the 

Holy Spirit is here, on a mission, to complete the purposes and 

destines that God has placed in the church; in the kingdom.  He is 

here working in you and on you to affect God’s mission in the earth 

realm; thy kingdom come, thy will be done. So how is His kingdom 

going to come and how is His will going to be done? We pray that, 

but we must be activated to that.  We have to allow God to use us, 

by the Holy Spirit, the Comforter, the Paraclete, to come along side 

us and do the work in and through us that God has called us to do. 

So the Word says, the Comforter, the third person of the Holy Trinity 

is going to come from the Father, in my name (Jesus).  So we see 

the fullness of the Godhead working in our lives, right now!  We 

have the Holy Spirit present, sent from the Father, but everything He 

does will be in my name (pointing back to Jesus). He is going to 

maintain the character and work that Jesus did in the earthly realm. 

He will duplicate it through the people who come into relationship 

and righteous connection to Jesus.  The fullness of the Godhead is 

working with you. Jesus goes on to say.  He (Holy Spirit) will bring to 

your remembrance all the things I have taught you.  Understand, He 

is speaking to His disciples; He is speaking to the learner, follower, 

student, those who are hearing, following after Him in their growth 

and development, maintaining purpose and destiny in their lives. He 

is talking to the ones following after him. The days of sitting back, 

doing nothing, being leaching spirits, and never pouring back into 
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the kingdom are gone. It is now time for you to activate and do what 

God has called you to do. I promise you, you will have…….  
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Prophetic Writings 

 

 

 But he that prophesieth speaketh unto men to edification,  
and exhortation, and comfort. 

I Corinthians 14:3  

 
Despise not prophesyings.  

I Thessalonians 5:19 
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Day 1 
Sunday Night 

 

I am establishing GATES of AUTHORITY; Teachers of teachers, 

Prophets of prophets, Preachers of preachers, Pastors of pastors, 

etc.   The elevation is for the house and set man. Be sure to sharpen 

skills.  Study each area of ministry. (Prophetic Voice - the word 

“school”.) (Prophetic Glimpse - a particular building flash)   

(Prophetic Unction - DIRECTIVE IN MY SPIRIT - move 

w/immediacy.) 

(Prophetic Glimpse - classrooms of instruction. Like #school of 

prophets. ... Heard - Teachers Gate, Prophets Gate. Pastors Gate. 

Etc.) 

The time of preparation is now and you must be consistent. Do not 

fear "assumption of pride." They will come. As many as are led by 

MY SPIRIT SAITH THE LORD.  THIS IS APOSTOLIC AUTHORITY. 
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This elevation is not simply for the head. Centrality! Remember the 

core 2 expansionism. (Prophetic Glimpse – iMpact Organization 

Chart and the INSIDE-OUT Model [vs. the traditional TOP-DOWN 

model]) STAY HUMBLE AND CELEBRATORY.  Many will rise 

quickly (Prophetic Glimpse - oven w/bread baking, rising to fullness 

over the edge of pan.) YOU (iMpact) are simply their CAVE their 

COVER, their QUIET PLACE of development; away from 

spectators.   Though eyes and spies will be among you know that I 

have hedged in this work and I will insulate them (the people of this 

move) in winter (when people [of opposition] grow cold) and summer 

(when people [of anger attack] apply heat). They will withstand 

multiple, simultaneous seasons. ...some with tears and trepidation.  

That’s why I have established a house of PROPHETIC 

EXHORTATION. I will EN-Courage the mouth of the prophets!  

Speakers of Life.  Keepers of the Gate. Householders of My 

standards. (Prophetic Glimpse - Road with side rails. Like a bowling 

lane w/bumpers up.) They, the Prophets will be My GUIDES to 

ensure the PURITY of the MOVE. Saith, the Lord.   
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Mon 4:11 

 

This wave is a MOVEMENT.  Structure!  The riverbed (Prophetic 

Glimpse – riverbed with beautiful rocks – meaning people) is 

beautiful, solid and set for My flow. Rushing! A Mighty Rushing Wind 

is the flow.  Rapidity! Expediency!  Immediacy!  No room for 

FOOLISHNESS!  The people’s pleasure will be THE MOVE ITSELF! 

(Prophetic Glimpse – crowds of people [of the move] standing, 

mouths open, staring in awe and wonder; kind of childlike).   Eyes 

lifted to Me for I will be their ONLY PLEASURE, their guilty pleasure 

(Prophetic Impression - meaning "it’s a shame it's THIS GOOD!”) 

(Prophetic Glimpse - the Waters rush-rolling-with material things in 

the water.) PROSPERITY IS DEFINITE.  NOW IS THE TIME OF 

THE ACCOUNTANT.  Structure! Set for the move! Funding is 

coming! Increase has begun and abundance abounds!  (Prophetic 

Glimpse - clouds bottom-loaded and stretching to a breaking point.) 

(Prophetic Glimpse - me sitting w/accountant in Atlanta) 
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Mon 5:12  

Desire purity and I will meet you in the place of your desire.  I will be 

your comfort.  Prepare for greater solitude.  Prepare for deeper 

communion.  I am your FATHER & FRIEND.   Intimacy is My 

DESIRE.  YA I have drawn you to Me in counsel (Prophetic 

Impression - alarm- Don't miss My Direction, even in the simplest 

day2day functions. You will avoid interruption and save you time. 

DIRECTION!).  Comfort and correction.  THIS is a fine 

tuning. Listen! Tune in your ear and act 

accordingly.  IMMEDIACY!  No procrastination.   IMMEDIACY!  I 

have set resource, people, and materials, both natural & spiritual in 

place AHEAD of you. Look for new faces, new ministers 

weekly.  They are coming for instruction, love and 

development.  Love them, correctively.....as you remain submitted, 

influenced by My Spirit.   
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. Word Inspiration  

Mon 5:18 

Said Hebrew 4:11 

 

Let us labor therefore to enter into rest, lest any man fall after the 

same example of unbelief. 

 

Luke 4:18...The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath 

anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor; he hath sent me to 

heal the brokenhearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, and 

recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are 

bruised, 19  To preach the acceptable year of the Lord. 

 

TRUST ME for the work.  TRUST ME for the Labor.  I will send both 

HEARTS and HANDS for movement.  TRUST ME! The CAMELS 

ARE COMING...hearts are prepared and searching for you (iMpact).  

Move and u will be found!  I will be DISCOVERED (REVEALED). 

MY HAND!  It’s a matter of ANOINTING and TIMING.  BOTH are of 

MY HAND to do AS I PLEASE.  I HAVE CHOSEN so don't miss this 

season. 
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TEACHING SERIES Hebrews 4:11 (6-13) 

 

Seeing therefore it remaineth that some must enter therein, and they 

to whom it was first preached entered not in because of 

unbelief: note 7  Again, he limiteth a certain day, saying in David, To 

day, after so long a time; as it is said, To day if ye will hear his voice, 

harden not your hearts. 8  For if Jesus had given them rest, then 

would he not afterward have spoken of another day. note 9  There 

remaineth therefore a rest to the people of God. note 10  For he that 

is entered into his rest, he also hath ceased from his own works, as 

God did from his. Let us labour therefore to enter into that rest, lest 

any man fall after the same example of unbelief. note 12  For the 

word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than 

any two-edged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul 

and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the 

thoughts and intents of the heart. 13  Neither is there any creature 

that is not manifest in his sight: but all things are naked and opened 

unto the eyes of him with whom we have to do. 
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On Worship 

 

Stay in My Face in the worship experience. I am LITERALLY before 

your eyes, releasing ANGELS to deliver and deposit SOUNDS in 

WORSHIP.   You will continue to experience DISCERNABLE shifts 

in the worship experience; several dimensions of need met, 

SUPPLY. I am releasing an OIL OF INCREASE. It will run the 

WALLS of YOUR WORSHIP.  SEEK ME not it (treasures) for I have 

them in MY HAND and I am seeking such to bless them, which 

chaseth after me. 
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ON HOLINESS for THE MOVE 

 

DESIRE Holiness above all else.  CLEAN WATERS ARE 

FLOWING. Watch Ya TONGUES & ya HANDS;  YOUR SAYING 

and TOUCHING, in this season.  GUARD YA WALK! It is precious 

to your PEACE.  You are WHOLE and COMPLETE. ....declare it 

over ya lives to REALIZATION. World systems will never satisfy. I’m 

ensuring you hunger till you TASTE of Me. NO 

SATISFACTION!  NO SUBSTITUTIONS!   ME and ME ALONE! I 

AM - your Bread! YOU'VE only to ask!  Be set apart, holy unto ME 

for I am set apart unto you, My people. NOONE LIKE ME.....no one 

like you.  
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Mon 2:31pm.  REPLAY of last few hours. .. 

 

Spoke Colossians 2:3 & 3:2 TEACHINGS 

 

Colossians 2:3 KJV 

In whom are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge. 

 

Colossians 3:2 KJV 

Set your affection on things above, not on things on the earth. 

Dreamed or envisioned restful state with a plate of warm 

cookies, chocolate chip, chips running. Impressed that a SEASON 

of SWEETNESS was concurring and rest was essential. NOT 

inactivity but a pure dependency upon a Loving Provider-Father. 

 

CONTEXT 

For I would that ye knew what great conflict I have for you, and for 

them at Laodicea, and 

for as many as have not seen my face in the flesh; (Colossians 

2:1)That their hearts might be comforted, being knit together in love, 

and unto all riches of the full assurance of understanding, to the 

acknowledgement of the mystery of God, and of the Father, and of 

Christ; (Colossians 2:2)In whom are hid all the treasures of wisdom 

and knowledge. (Colossians 2:3) 

If ye then be risen with Christ, seek those things which are above, 
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where Christ sitteth on the right hand of God. (Colossians 3:1)Set 

your affection on things above, not on things on the 

earth. (Colossians 3:2)For ye are dead, and your life is hid with 

Christ in God. (Colossians 3:3)When Christ, who is our life, shall 

appear, then shall ye also appear with him in 

glory. (Colossians 3:4)  
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iMpact shall become and is now a place of warmth: a place of My 

Presence, where many wounded may come to recover and begin a 

new walk in Christ.  They will be healed and launched back to the 

wounded places (Prophetic Impression - locations) to be healers of 

wounded places (Prophetic Impression - in people). Recognizably-

Unrecognized for their former(s) shall see their old flesh/old wounds 

and be drawn to you……. ONLY to RECEIVE MY SPIRIT UPON 

THEM.  Walking, living epistles they shall be. Sharing warmth 

(Prophetic Impression - the power of presence) as they enter in FIT 

FOR EVERY SEASON OF THE LIVES BEFORE THEM HAVING 

WEATHERED EVERY STORM AND SEASON OF THEIR Lives.   

 

INSTRUMENTS: Instruments of My PEACE having suffered the 

things of this world. MANIA ceased,  they will bring a calm to chaos 

in the lives about them not around them (meaning lesser deep 

connections).  KNOW FULLY that you are MISSION ORIENRED 

and ALL are not to be your FRIEND(s). MOVE, as I say 

MOVE.  CONNECT, as I say CONNECT. (Prophetic Impression - 

flashed LEGO blocks being connected.)  AS I DIRECT, EZEKIEL 

37, come together for the prophecies have been spoke and yea are 

being performed as you listen (to my ear?) in the NOW.  
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RADIANT EXPRESSION.  You (people of the move) are radiant 

expressions of My Glory. As the light of the Son shines upon your 

faces, you shall reflect My Grace. REMEMBER you are My 

REFLECTION.   YOU are only as Good As MY GRACE.  REFLECT 

ME fully knowing the I LOOK GOOD as you look good. FOR MY 

GLORY! PRESENCE!  The more time spent with me the greater the 

GLORY. I will POUR AT MY FEET, the BLESSING!  YOU WILL 

KNOW AND BE KNOWN BY YOUR NAME. ...the BLESSED OF 

THE LORD! THE INHERITANCE!  Of a goodly  LAND! A dwelling! A 

habitation! Yae, THE HABITATION OF THE LORD FOR I SHALL 

DWELL IN YOUR LIVES...RICHLY.  
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In this season of sacrifice, we must become solid, stable.  What 

causes earthquakes?  The shifting of the plates the earth, beneath 

the earth so that what RESTS on the EARTH becomes unstable and 

collapses into the earth. The soulful and emotional instabilities 

experienced are due to abandoning the Rock, Christ Jesus. In 

seasons of instability, lack of PEACE, get back to WORD and 

CHRIST and peace and serenity will 

return.  SHADOWs.....they are but shadows sent to distract.  KEEP 

YA FOCUS (Prophetic Impression- feet on a path) Be sure to not to 

allow sympathies to take you Off path.  LISTEN....their cry is not 

greater than MY CALL! MISSION! 
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Be aware of the SOUND OF THE SEASONS. TELL MY 

PROPHETS to BE AWARE Of THE SOUNDS.   (Prophetic Sound - 

herd stampeding-Prophet Bonnor)  
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Vision: young female lying on side of sidewalk with leaches flocking 

to her.   

 

 

Be aware of the leaches come to suck life-blood out of you.  
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Transformational Instinct $60 

TD JAKES  
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What does GOD DESIRE FOR iMpact? Speak calmly and plainly 

what God, the Holy Spirit is impressing upon your spirit.  Your fight 

is not people but FAITH & WORDS.  SPEAK what I am 

saying.  BELIEVE what I am speaking! Effect is not in volume but 

FAITH. WORD & FAITH!  Stand and they will come. WORD 2 

FAITH.  
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I have given u FREEDOM. BUT the former SLAVE (TO THE SIN 

NATURE) must ACCEPT FREEDOM. The chains no longer bind u 

THEREFORE RELEASE the CHAINS OF YOUR FORMER SELF.  

(Prophetic Impression – chains falling from a freedman’s 

hands…)   Renew your mind. It is the GraceXchange.  Think 

RIGHTEOUSLY. ...act RIGHTEOUSLY.  EMBRACE the nature of 

the NEW MAN; NEW in CHRIST. ...yet RENEWED in your 

MIND.  You possess the MIND OF CHRIST.  Yield and 

ALLOW THE MIND OF CHRIST to POSSESS you to the -enth 

degree; the simplest of things, MAKE MINE, saith, the Father. GIVE 

them to Me. TOTAL YIELDING!  TOTAL 

SURRENDER!  TOTALLLLL MANIFESTATION.  It (Destiny) is 

yours as YOU ARE MINE. FREELY surrendered. ..FREELY living!  
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Tell them they are... 

 

Freed2GO! Train them to this freedom.  

 

(Prophetic Impression – Evangelism; a sending out!)  
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T.R.I.B.E.  Teaching! Revelation! Inspiration!...Birthing Excellence. 

 

TRIBE (Men) is increasing and attracting. Drawing other men by 

fellowship and the strength of a solid male bonding. Fellowship will 

become a hallmark.   

 

Cause men to stand upright in love. Speak truth on 

fornication, adultery, homosexuality, financial, 

emotional,  physical, marital abuses and otherwise.   Speak the truth 

in love and build character through responsibility and 

accountability.  We are our brother’s keepers; great fellowship with 

straight talk. It will promote an arch of safety that men will flock to. 

THIS GROWTH is inevitable!   
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TELL THEM WHAT THEY Already KNOW. 

 

For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all 

ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who hold the truth in 

unrighteousness;  Because that which may be known of God is 

manifest in them; for God hath shewed it unto them.   For the 

invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, 

being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal 

power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse: Because that, 

when they knew God, they glorified him not as God, neither were 

thankful; but became vain in their imaginations, and their foolish 

heart was darkened.  
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DUCKS ON POND... 

 

A group of older ducks were guiding ducklings on pond.  

 

Guide them; the young, immature still bound.  Look back to only 

CALL and WARN them. Be directional. They will hear your cry. NOT 

one of anguish or even pity knowing fully that your fight, your 

struggle birthed experience.  But a cry of direction and 

understanding.  You've been where they are. Help them, Strong 

Man. Lead the, Oh Lion.    Look back to launch (them) forward.  
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

 

These are the PEACE-TALKS….. 

 

You were called in-chambers to reassure you of purpose and 

position. (So as to watch what you say of the Vision, Season, Self 

and Others). Whereas of last encounter was a mighty rushing Wind, 

a calmness abides in this second encounter. TRUST ME and REST, 

believing Me for every direction, every promise and every provision. 

This is Saboath (Lord of Hosts)! This Is Jireh (Lord our Provider)! I 

planned, purposed and will provide for it; the vision. Only speak as I 

speak and see the manifestation.  Season of Rest!  SWEETNESS! 

SWEATLESS VICTORY!  Guard your lips as I guide your heart. 

Listen to the whisper. Follow closely for MANY are on your heels. 

Watch your WORDS and WALK.  CAREFULLY EXECUTE ALL I 

SAY, CAREFULLY. (care of love and kindness not fear).  
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REST ASSURED. KNOW that I am working all things after My own 

counsel; My own will. (Renew your mind on Ephesians 1).  Do not become 

FRANTIC even in CRISIS, even self-inflicted crisis.   Many will deem 

you, judge you as uncaring or aloof BUT MY ASSURANCE shall be 

your GUIDE AND GUARANTEE 

 

IT WILL NOT MAKE SENSE THE GRACE EXTENDED TO YOU 

FOR I SHALL PRESERVE, EVEN SPARE YOU, EVEN THE 

FAILINGS OF YOUR HANDS, BY MY HAND.  

 

Be sensitive to hear to avoid delay. DENIAL is not your lot! 

FULLNESS you shall experience BUT YOUR SENSITIVITY TO MY 

VOICE, MY SPIRIT will accelerate you into MY TIMING.  THIS IS 

The SEASON!   It is time for the VISION TO SPEAK. GO BACK to 

the FOUNDATIONAL TEACHING. REVIEW and RE-Live (cause them 

to quicken).   REMEMBER BOTH PRINCIPLES & PROPHECIES 

spoken over you and the ministry. THE VISION will SPEAK 

NOW!  RE-NEW THE NEW! (Those who have recently come)  PRIME the 

ripe HARVEST!  The HARVEST will HARVEST!  The WITNESS 

shall WITNESS!  They will SEE THE MOVE and speak....the 

PARTAKER and NAYSAYER alike. KNOW that the 

PERSECUTORS will become your greatest WITNESSES! (Prophetic 

Impression - saw a billboard).  
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On EXPECTATION:  DO NOT limit Me in your 

expectation.   Expect? Yes! Pull on Me but DO NOT box me in! 

EXPECT but DO NOT ANTICIPATE the when?, where? and how? 

of My Hand. I will come from directions you can't anticipate, people 

you didn't expect and in ways you can never figure out. As a matter 

of fact EYES ARE ON YOU. LOOKING FOR THE PRIME 

OPPORTUNITY TO BLESS YOU; TO BE KINGDOM. WITH 

RICHNESS and RICHES (to be taught) IN THEIR HANDS!  KNOW only 

the WHY of this season:  

 

I LOVE YOU and IT IS YOUR DESTINY!  

I said so and will perform so. NO LIMITS! 

 

NO BOUNDARIES BY your natural mind. RENEW IT (mind) with each 

VICTORY. ..each ACT of MY HAND.  HAVE I NOT COMMANDED 

YOUR TRUST? (Joshua 1:8)  I HAVE COMMANDED A GAURANTEE. 

SWORN BY MY NAME! BY MYSELF!  YOUR LOT is to TRUST, OH 

ISRAEL(individually and collectively).  I have SAID IT AND I WILL 

PERFORM IT. (Prophetic Impression  - Look for land. Saw a building. ..Again!)  
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FAITH CHALLENGE. (To sow) The question is… 

 

CAN I TRUST U TO SOW EVEN IN   

A SEASON AND FROM YOUR NEED? 

(Prophetic Impression - My mind flashed to those who sowed into me  
and needs before me)  

 

It is my economy and I will govern it by My Holy Spirit. Listen and 

thereby prosper.  
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As WATER is essential to life, such is My Spirit to this 

MOVE.  Promote, push for the empowerment by receiving the gift of 

the Holy Spirit individually and collectively.  Pray in My Spirit.  As 

you do,  the Voice of the Prophet will arise. The Eagle's ear and 

eyes will peak in seeing and hearing. The Hawk will hunt. (Study 

this…).  Elevations will occur in the Spirit realm. DIMENSIONAL 

release shall be spoken and received with rapidity and purity. SEEK 

MY FACE. The Life of the Spirit shall bring a greater intimacy, 

deeper revelation, abandonment of the flesh so that even when 

tempted the desire will dissipate quickly.  The struggle is over with 

submission and communion. Let every waking moment be filled with 

My Presence (Holy Spirit) for ye are Spirit Filled.  In 

temptation….TONGUES! In warfare....TONGUES! In 

celebration....TONGUES!  Commune with Me! Edify 

yourselves.  Walk as spiritual giants filled with My Giant Spirit. 

HEAR HIM WITHIN and HEAR ME.  CHRIST within you not only on 

you.  You are ANOINTED and APPOINTED for this hour.  Each 

strike of the clock is MANIFESTED DESTINY (Prophetic Impression - Like 

popcorn popping).   
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KNOW WHO U ARE IN EVERY SEASON.  Find your identity in Me!  

In Christ!  Be not moved by the PRAISE OF MEN (that love you and My 

works in you) or the CROWD OF CRITICS (who dislike you NOT REALIZING My 

works in you).  Find your PEACE WITHIN at the core of your being with 

the CHRIST IN YOU.  BALANCE and PEACE within! Your 

confirmation is in the inner witness of the Holy Spirit.  Your outer 

witness of men is but affirmation of what agreement has occurred 

within.  SILENCE! Get quiet.  I will reveal and confirm the way. 

Again I say, TRUST! Hear My Voice and harden NOT your heart! 

Follow me in you! I have chosen and I will complete you and the 

works within you.  
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This Work of My Hand shall have longevity; perpetual. For your 

reach shall be from generation to generation; well beyond your 

dwelling, your lifespan. Even now your iMpact is unseen, unrealized 

yet notable in your effortless works.  

 

Purposeful. I will cause each move to be purposeful further causing 

Kingdom change and shifting. Newness is arising;  fresh dew as the 

morning. THIS IS THE REFRESHING.  A 

Kingdom washing.  A drenching of power and prophetic Anointing 

releasing a fresh aroma in the Kingdom.  Notably and noticeably 

different you are. Not for everyone but every one I have purposed 

for this Move 

 

This Wave. This Refreshing.  (Prophetic Picture - valley of dry bones). Even 

dead places will be revived by iMpactful Winds.  My Presence 

follows you (iMpact).   

Angles before you.... 

Presence with you... 

Refreshing after you. 

 

(Prophetic Impression - Incorporate in TRAVEL PRAYER). 

 

GO BE YOU AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE. BE iMpact!  
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GO GET A VIOLINIST!  

 

iSound!!!!  

 

Will bring a freshness of ANOINTING!  
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TBD STEVE GREEN 

 

Don't measure your church by what comes in.. 

...but by what goes OUT!  

COMMISSION 

 

 

Don't concern yourself with supply. ...  
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Be AWARE and BEWARE of the COUNTERFEIT SPIRIT.  Do not 

be impressed or enamored by gifts. CHARACTER FIRST. PURITY 

OF LIFE! What meaningful, lasting FRUIT is being 

PRODUCED?   Are LIVES changing? Is MATURATION taking 

place? Are these the WORKS of MY HAND? SENT FROM ME? 

ASK of their former; the WHY of their connection.  Look for humility 

of heart as much as mastery of gifting.  AGAIN, DO NOT be 

impressed by gifts.  HONOR them but PLACE character! Strong 

leaders will promote strong foundation. FRIENDSHIP is not an 

option in this season.  PURPOSE is the driver. RIGHTEOUS 

CONNECTION and RIGHTEOUS CONDUCT.   Sacrifice of self 

above all else. Unwilling to die =unable to serve.  Try them first in 

the menial vs. the major as many will seek a platform for self-

promotion.  Yea they will come to Light (Prophetic Impression the move and 

what’s happening) for spotlight (Prophetic Impression – to be seen). Don't allow 

your FAME to trump MY NAME. CHRIST JESUS ALONE in this 

MOVEMENT!  
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SONSHIP.  I am sending sons and daughters.  LEGACY. They are 

come for mentorship and meeting ministry need. I have a heavy 

harvest;   prepare heavy leaders. Begin the school.  (Prophetic 

Impression - iNation!)  To stretch abroad by seminar and session.  You 

are a Master Teacher, Researcher I call you. Study in your waking 

moments.   Your study will embolden your teaching. ...Master 

Teacher. 
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EMBRACE LOOSELY.   The expansion will require your ability to let 

go in establishing.  (Prophetic Impression - Mins. Pierre & Ashley in MegaYouthfest 

with all the arts and expressions and motivational Word. Saw Jr and band.) Youth 

groups across denominations regionally will attend. (Prophetic Impression 

- Heard the herds stampeding) Plant and let it grow as fully the work of their 

hands. (Like BASEMENT) House will soon pack out! (lights, camera, 

action)  
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GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY.   You are assuming Governmental 

Authority even in the marketplace and civic arenas.  I am 

assembling a team of "backers" who will lend credibility and access 

to your name and the move. Your name will become great. Though 

it is ringing now (Prophetic Impression – like a small bike bell), It will resound 

(Prophetic Impression  -  gong of the Liberty Bell).  You will be known regionally 

in the place of authority.  TERRITORY! Though u will have a 

worldwide reach, you will remain a regional authority. A 

GATEKEEPER!  A KEY TO THE CITY. 
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(Prophetic Impression - SAW A LION ROARING from a SEATED position. A LOUD but 

CASUAL/LESS CONCERNED ROAR.)   

 

THE LION Is ROARING out of iMpact (in SOUND).  They will not 

TOUCH the ROAR (SOUND) PUBLICALLY but will maintain private 

whispers against the IT (the ROAR, the SOUND). From a SAFE 

DISTANCE they maintain a watchful eye as the ROAR, the SOUND 

draws HARVEST to be ENVIED but for RESPECT and FEAR they 

will cower not having an INNER CONFIRMATION of the 

CONDEMNATIONS they RAIL against IT (the ROAR, the 

SOUND).  THEY, that FEAR THE SOUND will WARN AGAINT IT (the 

ROAR, the SOUND) as droves of CUBS migrate to an inner familiarity 

(Prophetic Impression – drawn by what’s already within them)  that they have 

desired and have been missing.  SOME will even be held back, 

forbidden,  chained until at a certain age 

they will rebel and fight to get to the SOUND the ROAR, EVEN 

TESTIFYING "I’ve wanted to be HERE for years, ...but (they) 

wouldn't let me." And at late ages even parents will be convinced by 

children to come. Even the little ones.   

 

WARN THE LEVITES, THE PSALMIST, generate the SOUND, the 

ROAR from a PURE PLACE.  YOU are the RIGHTEOUSNESS of 

GOD IN CHRIST JESUS!  PLAY from that SECRET PLACE of 

COMMUNION with ME, saith the LORD. A VAST REACH and 
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DEEP iMpact is yours.  YOU are that SOUND in My HAND! (Prophetic 

Picture - saw the Angel deposit in worship again) YOU are that SOUND in MY 

WIND – the REFRESHING!   VERSATILITY.  CLAY IN MY HANDS 

AS I SHAPE THE SOUND, YOUR SOUND, THE 

ROOOAAAAAAR.  (Prophetic Impression - Continue to build the Arts. EVERY 

GENRE. GET THAT VIOLINIST! The ORCHESTRA! With a trained w conductor.)  
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You've often confessed you don't remember names & quote 

scripture.....I AM DOWNLOADING MEMORY TO YOU and you will 

begin, as u have ALREADY BEGUN to remember names and 

scriptural references like never before. By reason of AWARENESS 

and COGNITIVE exercise, use, you will become SCHOLARLY, DUE 

TO THE ELEVATION OCCURRING EVEN NOW. THIS IS A 

GIFTING NECESSARY for the AUTHENTICATION of the 

AUTHORITY I am RELEASING TO YOUR LIFE (being) AND HANDS 

(doing).  
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GUARD YOUR TONGUE....all the more in season, nay in this 

elevated place of GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY.  Even in your 

leisure, casual, choose your words carefully.  I'm killing your 

impetuous urges. CALM and STRATEGIC.   THINK before 

SPEAKING. MEASURE YOU YEA & NAY with IMMEDIACY. Do not 

make decisions in you HIGH  or LOW (spirit and emotion).  COME 

to a CALM PLACE. RESOLUTE to HEAR FROM ME 

and ALLOW ME TO SPEAK, TO DECIDE.   DISCERN COUNSEL 

and COMMAND.  HANDLE THIS NEW AUTHORITY CAREFULLY 

for its IMpact is greater than YOU HAVE EVER COMMANDED, 

GENERAL.  
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Remain…  

 

Keith Moore  
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The Harbinger - Prophet Bonnor  
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You're going to sit in THAT chair.  
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Move by INSPIRATION not INFORMATION, for the INFORMATION 

may speak CONTRARY to what I have INSPIRED you to do. 

 

INFORMATION is necessary but NOT TO TRUMP INSPIRATION.  

 

I CAN! I WILL!  
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iMpactXperience Concept-ASAP. 

 

① Double the frames. 

② Use previous frames 

③ Use NO words 

④ FAST FLASH frames 

⑤ #I M p a c t X p e r I e n c e then FULL....#noWords!  

⑥ Info page... 

⑦ LION's ROAR. 
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iMpact’s Atmosphere.  Charged with influence!  Motivation!  It is for 

Lions seeking PURPOSE and DOMINION that is to know their WHY 

and FULFILL DESTINY.   They, we are all BECOMING. ... Beware 

of inherent pitfalls of PRIDE, ARROGANCE, HAUGHTINESS, the 

LIFTING OF THE NOSE. (Prophetic Picture – saw a nose lift!)  Let the LIFT 

be unto ME in FOCUS and HUMILITY KNOWING it’s ALL ABOUT 

ME IN THE LION, NATURALLY. They (attendees) cannot abide in 

the ATMOSPHERE UNCHANGED without REJECTING their 

DESTINY to the point IT WILL BECOME More STRESSFUL TO 

....NoT DO.....than TO DO so that the GREATER RISK is S  T  A  Y 

I  N  G the S A M E. THEY shall become UNCOMFORTABLE In 

COMPLACENCY so much so the CULTURAL NORM will become 

ACTIVATION in INFANCY-MATURATION as they GO they 

GROW.  ATMOSPHERIC IMPARTATION.  Osmosis! 
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In-Chambers. The process of elevation began when I FIRST called 

u in-Chambers.  Judges, the Place of Authority. Place of Thought. 

 

 

Joseph Prince - in ministry moments "God said..." in council - 

NEVER. Present the idea.  The Holy Spirit is in your LEADERS so 

that (through PRAYER) we come to IT SEEMS GOOD TO US....(find ref) 

 

It is not by EFFORTS but by the FLOW of THE RIVER! (Yours is to 

flow w/the RIVER) 
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I HAVE ANGELS ENCAMPED ABOUT THE PROCESS AND THE 

PATH. THEY WILL ENSURE SAFE PROCESSING AND 

PASSAGE.  SPEAK AND COMMAND THEM. THEY WILL 

MINISTER TO YOU AND FIGHT FOR YOU (Prophetic Picture - showed 

angle at the foot of man - flipped to angle with a sword).THEY ARE AT YOUR 

COMMAND (from earth).....TO DO MY BIDDING IN THE SPIRIT 

REALM.  COMMAND YE THEM AND ACCELERATE THE 

PROCESS. 

 

(How? rose in my spirit).  He said, BY REVELATION not BY TIME. 

YOU (iMpact) will be able to UNDERSTAND and thereby INHERIT / 

EMBRACE this new AUTHORITY.  
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DUCKS ON LAKE… 

 

Looked out widow. Ducks were on lake. I was led to count. From my ELEVATED VIEW my 

PERSPECTIVE, I Counted 6 ducks, in what appeared as a straight line moving R to 

L/west2east.  (White w/yellow beaks). They line broke, still headed west2east and 6 ducks 

appeared as 7 ducks.  A couple on the back end slowed down and what appeared to be the 

5th duck slowed,  turned back (and though I could not hear it -moved its beak so as to 

quack or call, immediately turned back west2east and the lagging 2 sped up.  As they 

regained MOMENTUM and joined the GROUP...what once counted as 6 ducks, secondly 

saw 7 ducks, now on RECOUNT was truly 8 ducks. NOW ALL MOVING AT the SAME 

RESTFUL PACE IN a VARIED POSITION, changing as THEY ALL MOVED WEST2EAST. 

 

God impressed in my spirit:  

 

1. FORMATION can change BUT DIRECTION MUST REMAIN 

UNCHANGED. 

2. Where slack is detected, we must motivate, not just from the lead 

but from the follow. Encourage...exhort. Sound off. 

3. Where slack is detected.... Press to regain MOMENTUM.  

4. YOU (iMpact) are greater than you appear. 

 

*EAST is the PLACE of GOD. THE PLACE OF GLORY.  Hence 

directionally the revelation was MOVEMENT TOWARD HIS 

GLORY!  
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There is a TREASURE in my TRAIL.  Joyce Meyer 

 

Adopt it. TALK the GOOD of IT! 
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I have dealt with you in-chambers as  

you should deal with MY PEOPLE..... 

 

PEACEABLY DIRECT LOVINGLY-EDIFYING AUTHORITY.   

 

Maintain your Sheppard's heart. (My Heart in you.)  
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Our Corporate Cry! 

 

…be it unto me according to thy word…… 

Luke 1:38 


